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SUMMARY

Industrial control networks (ICNs) and systems support robust communications of devices in process control or
manufacturing environments. ICN proprietary protocols are being migrated to Ethernet/IP networks in order to
merge various different types of networks into a single common network. ICNs are deployed in mission-critical
operations, which require a maximum level of network stability. Network stability is often described using sev-
eral categories of network performance quality-of-service metrics, such as throughput, delay, and loss measure-
ments. The question arises as to whether these network performance metrics are sufficient to run valuable
diagnostics of ICN components and their communications. Any abnormal decision with respect to typical IP
traffic behavior does not necessarily coincide with ICN fault cases. A precise and specific diagnostic technique
for ICNs is required to remove the uncertainty in detecting problems. However, existing Ethernet/IP diagnosis
tools have not been able to fully handle fault symptoms and mainly focus on network diagnostics rather than
process or device diagnostics. This paper demonstrates that the absence of advanced fault diagnosis techniques
leads to the development of new methodologies that are suitazble for ICN. We describe unique traffic charac-
teristics and categorize the faults of ICN. We also propose a fault diagnosis, prediction, and adaptive decision
methodologies, and verify them with real-world ICN data from the steel-making company POSCO. Our expe-
rience in developing the fault diagnosis system provides a firm guideline to understand the fault management
mechanisms in large ICNs. Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Over the years, communication involving complex industrial control networks (ICNs) has been heavily
dependent on proprietary protocols from various vendor-specific technologies that are part of the ICN.
Integration of the different devices and programming tools from multiple vendors in a single ICN was
almost impossible prior to the introduction of Ethernet/IP technologies. Until recently, and still in many
cases, a total solution from a single vendor was the preferred choice for network designers and maintenance
personnel in handling industrial process control requirements. Industrial Ethernet alternatives (e.g. Modbus
TCP/IP, RAPIEnet, EtherNet/IP, PROFINET, Ethercat, TCnet, Vnet/IP) have been proposed to replace the
old-fashioned device-to-device wiring technologies. However, the majority of current ICNs in the world are
now combinations of Ethernet/IP and Fieldbus [1] control technologies. The growing need for monitoring
Ethernet/IP-based ICN systems requires a careful study of traffic characteristics, models, and fault detection
techniques. This study reveals more problems that reflect vulnerabilities of the IP networks in general, such
as guaranteeing QoS levels and security vulnerabilities (e.g. viruses and worms).
Communication failures indicate either a failure in the network and/or the underlying device, and such

failures in any stage of an ICN can be fatal. This is because ICN devices operate within tight boundaries
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to control the functionality of mission-critical products. Hence any delays or errors could force the shutdown
of a process or even an entire plant. For instance, a steel-manufacturing plant involves a series of continuous
processes that are dependent on one another; if any single process fails, then the production of the final prod-
uct can also fail. It is crucial for the engineers to detect early symptoms of unstable network communications
between control entities, analyze the causes, and take appropriate countermeasures to minimize failures.
Therefore, the ICN must sustain robust communications between the control unit (e.g. process controller)
and the devices (e.g. sensors, actuators, and motors) that it controls.
ICNs are deployed in mission-critical operations, which require a maximum level of network stability.

Network stability is often described using several categories of network performance quality-of-service
(QoS) metrics, such as throughput, delay, and loss measurements. The question arises as to whether these
network performance metrics are sufficient to run valuable diagnostics [2,3] of ICN components and their
communications. Any abnormal decision with respect to typical IP traffic behavior does not necessarily
coincide with ICN fault cases. A precise and specific diagnostic technique for ICNs is required to remove
the uncertainty in detecting problems.
We collected and analyzed fault maintenance cases from real-world ICN systems in POSCO, the

world’s second largest iron and steel manufacturer. This paper proposes new monitoring and diagnostic
techniques across all Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) [4] model layers for Ethernet/IP-based ICN
systems. We also present how our proposed fault- and network-monitoring techniques are applied to
the diagnosis of process control operations.
The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2 covers related work. Section 3 introduces

communication models of ICNs and illustrates real-world measurement results. Section 4 presents
the diagnostics of possible process failures and proposes fault detection techniques covering all OSI
layers. A design of distributed diagnosis system architecture is also given. Discussions on fault predic-
tion and use of an adaptive decision engine, and a damage cost function model, are drawn in Section 5.
Finally, Section 6 provides conclusions and future work.
2. RELATED WORK

The guidelines for running ICNs are based on isolation and prevention. Isolation of the ICN from other
enterprise networks was one way to protect the integrity of remote process control, as it limited the set of
systems that could interfere with the operation of the ICN processes. Prevention refers to the strict access
control and limited usage of unproven or troublesome devices to ICN. In addition, e-diagnostics guidelines
[5] for semiconductor factory communication recommend the following four steps for network mainte-
nance: (1) access and remote collaboration, (2) collection and control, (3) analysis, and (4) prediction.
ICN traffic characteristics [6–9] have been studied to understand the nature of ICN traffic. Jasperneite

et al. [7] showed that factory communication systems follow an on/off traffic model, which can be applied
to recognize any abnormality of machine or network malfunction from inconsistent traffic logs. Some
QoS requirements [10–15] across the physical, link, network, and transport layers in the OSI reference
model have been proposed to help the diagnostic decisions in ICN systems. These requirements were
illustrated with tolerable boundary figures for utilization, throughput, time delay, loss, and error rate
violations. The existing tools (e.g. Sniffer,1 Observer,2 Wireshark,3), which were originally designed
for IP data networks, can be used to analyze these lower OSI-layer QoS violations. However, their
capability to detect ICN faults is very limited, due to the different nature of ICN traffic compared to
standard Ethernet-based IP traffic. Thus this paper will identify ICN-specific fault diagnosis techniques.
Industrial Ethernet applicability was evaluated via simulation [12,16–18]. Some claimed that the com-

munication delay within 10 ms between devices was considered as suitable for robust ICN systems. How-
ever, the delay measure is not the only indicator for quality Ethernet-based ICN communications. Zhang
et al. [19] proposed networked-based control systems models (over the medium of contention delivery
1http://www.netscout.com/.
2http://www.netinst.com/products/observer/.
3http://www.wireshark.org/.
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scheme) considering network-induced delay, single- or multi-packet transmissions, and dropping of pack-
ets. These studies did not provide any practical technique to monitor the quality of the ICN environment.
Furthermore, monitoring packet-level instability of a network is insufficient to reflect the true performance
of ICN in terms of process operation correctness.

3. COMMUNICATIONS IN ICN

3.1. Monitoring domains

The ICN and its system components are organized in a hierarchically layered architecture. Table 1
illustrates the categories of an ICN layer architecture. The Computer Integrated Manufacturing
(CIM) model [1] consists of five layers. The simplified model [16] aggregates the five layers of the
CIM model into three layers: plant, cell, and device. Each connection point between the layers repre-
sents a possible monitoring location.
There are two different types of monitoring, classified as active and passive measurements. Activemea-

surement involves periodic or request-based polling of certain control entities or communication status
information. The snapshot of such sampled information may not be able to capture the precise moment
of fault occurrence, because the continuous monitoring of multiple devices or communication sessions
is almost impossible using the active approach. It also adds an extra traffic burden to the existing ICN
communications, which may interfere with critical ICN process operations. Passive measurement can col-
lect various process message formats encapsulated in packets or tokens. Router/switch or network link
tapping devices at the monitoring point can forward the traffic for further analysis. Continuous monitoring
without any network interference is possible; however, there exist some difficulties in real-time data anal-
ysis due to the large number of packets present. We chose a passive monitoring approach because it is
much less likely to interfere with ICN operations compared to an active monitoring approach. In addition,
it allows continuous monitoring under a low-utilized network environment. The root cause analysis for a
fault requires in-depth packet information (e.g. from an application layer protocol), while the active mon-
itoring here can provide somewhat limited information for our interest.
Two passive monitoring domains exist in ICNs: PC/HMI to PLC networks and PLC to low-end

devices. Figure 1 illustrates a hierarchical view of an ICN, showing its two monitoring points: A
and B. This paper focuses on monitoring the first half of the ICN model, A, which targets the PC/
HMI to PLC communication session over Ethernet/IP. Although many IP network diagnosis tools
are available, they are focused on diagnosing IP traffic problems, and often cannot detect control net-
work failure cases due to a significant difference in the nature of the traffic as well as distinct commu-
nication fault characteristics. No IP network diagnosis tools have supported process control network
management data that reflect the status of device operation along with corresponding network condi-
tions. Simultaneous monitoring of points A and B is desirable; however, in the upcoming section we
show how our application layer QoS monitoring technique can discover faults without monitoring B.
Since the second half, B, is also slowly moving toward Ethernet-based communication, the techniques
developed in this paper can be directly applied to those cases.
3.2. Fault phenomenon in traffic view

A flow is a sequence of packets that represent a complete communication from a source device to a des-
tination device. As packets travel between successive communication links, the packets from different
Table 1. Layering in ICN system architecture

CIM model layer Simplified model layer Protocol in use Control entitya

Corporate management level
Plant management level Plant level Ethernet/IP PC, HMI
Supervisory level
Cell control level Cell level Ethernet/IP + Fieldbus PLC
Device and sensor–actuator level Device level Fieldbus Sensors, actuators, motors

aPC, process controller/computer; PLC, process logic controller; HMI, human–machine interface.
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Figure 1. Monitoring domains in the ICN systems: points A and B, PC/HMI to PLC and PLC to low-
end devices, respectively
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flows can become intermingled with each other. The ability to piece together flows from individual pack-
ets is very important for Ethernet/IP traffic, since this enables communication between different devices or
applications to be given different precedence in terms of the conditioning of their traffic. The previous
analysis categories [20] in IP data networks are meaningless in ICNs, because ICN traffic behavior is dif-
ferent from Internet traffic. ICN link utilization is usually low [8], and consists of fixed traffic sources; this
simplifies the network traffic characteristics. The distribution of the packet inter-arrival times and of the
packet size follows a multimodal distribution [7]. An interrupted Poisson process can be used to describe
the ‘on/off’ behavior of ICN system devices, which form patterns of cyclic and event-triggering traffic
occurrences. In fact, the simplicity of ICN traffic is an advantage in detecting abnormalities compared
to sophisticated Internet traffic.
Figure 2 presents examples of abnormal traffic in two different sets of PC/HMI to PLC communica-

tions. Graphs (a) and (b) specify the packet exchange patterns between the HMI and the PLC, while
graphs (c) and (d) show those between the PC and the PLC. The upper plane (above 0 on the y-axis) of
the graphs indicates a unidirectional packet arrival sequence with respect to its arrival timestamp. The
lower plane indicates the arrival sequence in reverse direction. Thus both planes represent the bidirec-
tional flow. HMI shows a graphical representation of PLC status and process in progress; thus fast update
message delivery to HMI is critical. The small gap in graphs (a) and (b) indicates an unknown cause of
communication stoppage for the duration of 10 seconds. We observe that both sides do not initiate any
packet simultaneously. It is not clear if this phenomenon is triggered by the network or a device fault.
In either case, one side does not respond to the other side in graphs (c) and (d). In this case, the PLC device
(or low-end control device) did not respond for some reason [21]. The severity of these two discontinuity
cases was actually low; no serious malfunction process was witnessed at the time of measurement.
4. DIAGNOSTICS

4.1. Definition of alarm, fault, and failure

Traditional IP network diagnostics does not fully represent issues that can occur in ICNs. Much of the
focus in related works was made on fault cases below the transport layer in the OSI reference model.
Diagnostic device operation usually refers to the communication of sensory information as necessary to
deduce the health of a system: this is differentiated from network diagnostics [13]. The status of process
and device operation in ICNs is thus difficult to recognize from network diagnostics.
We make a clear distinction between alarm, fault, and failure of an ICN according to the seriousness of

anomaly. First, an alarm is a notification of a specific event, which may or may not be a communication
fault [22] (i.e. an interruption of a communication service). It is invoked by recognizing early symptoms
of communication difficulties, which describe the violation of one or more defined requirements. The
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Int. J. Network Mgmt 2012; 22: 477–493
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Figure 2. Traffic exchange patterns in packet size arrivals and packets per second (PPS) in bidirectional
flows. HMI to PLC: (a) packet size distribution, (b) PPS; PC to PLC: (c) packet size distribution, (d)PPS
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actual devices may not experience communication difficulties at all due to employing one or more error
recovery schemes; thus there may be no damage caused by the alarm-triggering event. Second, fault refers
to the physical and/or algorithmic cause of the communication malfunction or degradation. Not every
fault or alarm is critical to the quality and performance of the manufacturing process; hence filtering of
faults and alarms is required. Third, a failure defines a complete stoppage of a step in the manufacturing
process, or the entire manufacturing process, caused by one or more faults. Critical faults and alarms are
indicative of process failure.
4.2. Symptoms for network fault detection

We have analyzed the troubleshooting history of ICN fault cases reported by the administrators at POSCO
for several years. Table 2 presents the list of causes and related network phenomena, followed by the
faults. Note that these fault causes are determined intuitively by the network administrators after the fail-
ures have occurred. The severity of the failures is proprietary and thus undisclosed. The existing IP net-
work diagnosis tools do not yet have the capability to understand the failures in ICNs and to suggest
the cause of such failures.
Note that a one-to-one mapping of relations between the fault case and the associated phenomena does

not exist. For example, the sudden increase of frame collisions has been observed in the case of Ethernet
duplex mismatch, PLC programming bugs, device driver bugs, and other causes. Frame collision cannot
directly identify any one of these causes. This makes root cause analysis very difficult.
Based on this real-world phenomenon of faults, we have identified measurement categories to describe

early symptoms that may lead to failure. Table 3 illustrates ICN-specific QoS metrics to be monitored and
their corresponding OSI layers. The violation of metrics, including from the physical to transport layers,
can be determined against user-defined threshold values [14]. This shows that measuring application layer
QoS metrics needs a more sophisticated approach other than packet header analysis.
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Int. J. Network Mgmt 2012; 22: 477–493
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Table 2. Fault causes and phenomena

Fault causes Phenomena

Ethernet duplex mismatch
PLC programming bugs Frame collision
Device driver bugs Unauthorized IP access
Link corruption Irregular communication termination
Damage to Interface Communication delay and loss
Harsh condition to H/W (dust in optical device, Unexpected shutdown of device
electrical short due to metal particles, high/low
temperature, moisture)

Unordered packet sequence arrival

Duplicate H/W or IP addresses Unordered message sequence arrival
Protocol unawareness Message corruption
Bandwidth shortage Broadcasting packet flooding
Electrical noise Low throughput
Power outage Duplicate packet arrival
Misconfiguration
Virus, worms
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4.3. Application layer fault detection

We need to consider areas above the transport layer faults because the QoS metrics up to the transport
layer do not directly correlate to process or device diagnostics. The network performance QoS violations
are fundamentally dependent on the irregular pattern in the multimodal distribution of ICN traffic. Process
malfunctioning caused by factors other than the network instability cannot be recognized without appli-
cation layer analysis [23–25].
Packet-level anomalies, such as packet loss, delay, corruption, and reordering, are mitigated by the

error recovery scheme in each OSI layer. However, these mechanisms are designed for preserving
generic network communication functionality, as opposed to protecting the functionality of devices
using the network (which is the case in ICNs). It is important to understand that such anomalies
may influence the process of messages in and out of the PLC devices. For example, the packet loss
measurement by random sampling does not accurately reflect the loss of a critical message. The
Table 3. ICN QoS metrics and OSI layers

ICN QoS metrics OSI layer

Collision frame Data link
CRC error frame
Dropped frame
Jumbo frame occurrence
Runts frame occurrence

IP checksum error Network
Fragment packet
Packet overflooding
Packet inter-arrival time variation
Packets per second variation
Packet size variation
Throughput variation

TCP/UDP checksum error Transport
TCP window size drop
TCP packet sequence violation
TCP retransmission packet occurrence

Unsupported protocol packet occurrence Transport or application

Rule sequence violation Application
Rule inter-arrival cycle violation
Policy cycle violation

Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Int. J. Network Mgmt 2012; 22: 477–493
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Table 4. Policy details

Attributes Description Type

Policy name Fault case String
Policy cycle Maximum PLC cycle time (ms) for message

exchange. It must not exceed the total sum of
next sequence arrival time in each rule

Integer

Source/destination MAC address Ethernet hardware addresses (hex) of two
communication devices

String

Source/Destination IP address IP addresses of two communication devices String
Source/destination port Port number Integer
Signature A pattern of hexadecimal digits or specific

strings that are preset in the packet payload.
It refers to a portion of PLC message or
protocol (e.g. 0x6000 at offset 0)

Hex or string

Offset Position of signature in the packet payload Integer
Word size Byte size of signature Integer
Rule sequence index Arrival order among the rules Integer
Rule inter-arrival time Expected inter-arrival time until the same rule

occurs again
Integer

Rule next sequence arrival cycle Expected inter-arrival time between the current
rule and upcoming rule

Integer
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corresponding message could have been delivered correctly by the retransmission scheme at the trans-
port layer. The possible mapping categories for application-layer QoS violation cases are as follows:

• packet reordering due to PLC message sequence violation;
• packet delay/loss due to PLC cycle (timing) violation;
• packet delay due to PLC message delay;
• packet loss due to PLC message loss;
• malformed/error packet due to PLC message corruption.

We propose a policy-based fault detection technique along with a signature-matching technique [26] to
solve the above problems. The signature-matching technique requires deep packet inspection (DPI), which
refers to the examination of a packet’s payload data for a fixed pattern of information.We defined a policy-
based approach to monitor application layer message patterns. Each policy is defined in a generic event–
condition–action form, where an event triggers the evaluation of a condition. If the condition evaluates to
true, then a set of actions are applied. Table 4 illustrates the attributes of policy and their descriptions.
Events indicate a message of interest; conditions allow us to specify the arrival and timing sequence of
certain packets that carry important PLC messages; actions define how to correct problems, and may call
additional policy rules to implement more complex behavior. Hence any loss, delay, and unordered mes-
sage arrival causing possible failures can be detected. A similar rule-based monitoring technique has been
used in intrusion detection systems (e.g. Snort,4 Bro5) detecting worm/virus packets. Figure 3 illustrates a
policy example with two consecutive rules where two packets containing 0x6000 and 0xe000 signatures
are being exchanged. Packets falling into these two rules must appear in order within 500 ms apart. The
total policy cycle should not exceed 2000 ms in order to avoid the fault. Signatures are manually discov-
ered, and did not involve an exhaustive search of signatures like those from Internet P2P applications.
Here, the command messages between the devices are clear and predefined by the process engineers.
Algorithm 1 presents a pseudocode representation of policy violation checks for message cycle tim-

ing (lines 11, 14, 20) and message exchange behavior (line 16). Each policy (P) consists of multiple
rules (R). For a given packet, we iterate all available flows (F) and policies to find its flow and match-
ing policy (line 4). The matching policy can be determined if the given packet contains the signature
designated (Rsig) in the rules of policy. Line 10 shows that the packet’s arrival timestamp (Packettime)
is greater than the flow’s latest timestamp (Ftime), which is equal to the next expected timestamp of
4http://www.snort.org/.
5http://bro-ids.org/.
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Figure 3. Policy example using XML
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matching rule (Rnext� time); thus it is a policy cycle violation. It is likewise for lines 13 and 19, where
the packet’s arrival timestamp (or sequence) is out of bounds of the total cycle time (or the last
sequence) of matching policy. The Karp–Rabin algorithm [27] (line 5) is used for string matching
between the signature (Rsig) and packet payload. The expected runtime for string matching is linear,
O(|Rsig| + |Packet|), which makes our algorithm suitable for near real time. This is an advantage of
our system design, where the heavy overhead of DPI systems is often problematic.

Algorithm 1:

Policy violation check via signature matching
1: procedure Policy-iolation (Packet)
2: {F1. . .Fm} ⊳Flow pool
3: {P1. . .Pn} ⊳Policy pool
4: for all F and all R 2 P do
5: if KR(Rsig, Packet) = TRUE then
6: if Fseq 6¼ first seq then
7: Fseq  first seq
8: Fnext-time  Rnext-time

9: else
10: if Ftime > Packettime then
11: Throw inter-arrival violation
12: end if
13: if Packettime > Pcycle-time then
14: Throw policy cycle violation
15: end if
16: Throw sequence violation
17: end if
18: end if
19: if Fseq > last seq then
20: Throw inter-arrival violation
21: end if
22: end for
23: end procedure
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Int. J. Network Mgmt 2012; 22: 477–493
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4.4. System architecture

Figure 4 illustrates the design of an ICN diagnosis system focused on a distributed monitoring envi-
ronment. Multi-point monitoring of ICN traffic is provided by the deployment of one or more moni-
toring probe(s), a collector (database), and a Web-based presenter. Packet traces are forwarded to
the probe via port mirroring in a router/switch or passive signal tapping for fault analysis. Flow here
refers to a bidirectional packet stream that shares the same header information, namely, a 7-tuple
consisting of source and destination MAC addresses, IP addresses, ports, and the protocol used. There
are some special cases where our system is forced to utilize MAC addresses as additional tuple
information to the conventional 5-tuple. For example, multiple virtual IPs are bound to a single
MAC address, and some communication involves MAC-to-MAC only without fixed IPs. The system
proposed by Won et al. [28,29] was adapted from the Real-time Traffic Flow Measurement (RTFM)
architecture [30], and concentrated on online analysis. This mainly focused on detecting network
performance QoS violations and remote accessibility. With the policy handler extension and its offline
analysis capability, the current system architecture is now capable of detecting application layer faults
that are intrinsically related to failures.
The Fault Analyzer in Figure 5 is made up of two different processes, which are based on the

corresponding fault categories in the OSI model: online and offline fault analysis. The online process
records the list of all fault categories up to the transport layer (Table 3) and runs a validation check
against the predefined thresholds. If any of the metrics violates its associated alarm conditions, the
alarm generator notifies the administrative personnel via email or SMS messaging. A delay of
10–20 seconds for web presentation is necessary for stable detection of our current system implemen-
tation. However, the application layer fault analysis requires DPI in our policy-based approach. The
online process for DPI is restricted, due to the associated system overhead involving a potentially
large number of payload analyses and system memory copy operations. Thus we combine the offline
DPI process with the online system by using an event trigger approach. If a fixed amount of packet
traces are collected, then it will notify the packet handler and proceed with signature matching in the
application layer fault detection module. In some sense, the offline DPI process here is a delayed
online process, because the event trigger for DPI and policy check is done periodically, and because
the DPI process could take too much time to execute. The bottom of Figure 4 presents the data-mining
engine for adaptive fault decision making. It attaches to the diagnosis system as an experimental
plug-in module. This is described in more detail in Section 5.
Figure 4. ICN diagnosis system architecture
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Figure 5. Detailed interaction within Fault Analyzer; an overview of combined online/offline fault
analysis model
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In fact, our experimental plant had some commercial tools (e.g. WhatsUp Gold 6) running before
our system was deployed. However, the level of faults targeted in this research cannot be discovered
by these existing tools. While these tools could indicate simple information, such as the accessibility of
network-level devices (e.g. switches, access points) and overall in/out traffic statistics, they are not
designed to provide the in-depth fault symptoms that might have been triggered from software defects
or other external causes that our system targeted. For example, SNMP monitoring systems can only
detect failures reported by SNMP-based network devices that exist at a relatively high level in network
topology. On the contrary, our system can detect failures that standard tools cannot. SNMP traffic was
even banned from a certain ICN subnet for network stability reasons. Systems like WhatsUp Gold
could report whether a network device was dead or alive, but ICN networks exhibit problems that
demand a more in-depth and non-intrusive fault diagnosis system. However, a direct comparison of
fault discovery categories was not possible because these commercial tools were not capable of recog-
nizing the same errors as in our system. It was not a fair comparison for them.
4.5. Modeling ICN application layer fault

In order to model the ICN application layer faults, we adapt packet or token-based network models that
are designed to represent network stability in contention-based transmission schemes. Network-induced
delay and packet drop models are constructed to determine the stable state of control networks. Here,
wemap the packet or token to the actual message model, so that we can discard any noise from the retrans-
mission and other recovery schemes. The state changes regarding the transmission sequence between the
control entity and lower-end devices (e.g. actuators, sensors) can be described as the following:

kh; k þ 1ð Þh; k þ 2ð Þh; . . . ; k þ nð Þh (1)

where k is a sample transmission sequence. It infers the message delivery sequence between the control
entity and devices, and h is a monitoring sample period in seconds. The models by Hao andWu [18] refer
to the packet sequence, where the contention-based transmission is applied to all layers in ICN and its sys-
tems. This may not be true in the scope of this paper, since our monitoring domain imposes bus sharing as
in Section 3. Equation (1) describes state changes since sequence k increases to next sequence (e.g. k+1,
k+2, etc.), which implies the next sequence (captured during the monitoring period h) in the communi-
cation process. It simply indicates the advances in the communication sequence between two entities. k
is called a sample transmission sequence because there is no guarantee that the system always monitors
6http://www.whatsupgold.com/.
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the first sequence of the required transmission. The monitoring process could start at any time of the com-
munication sequence. kh implies the sequence that is being captured during the sample time period of h.

t ¼ tcdk þ tdck þ tc (2)

The ICN fault model incorporates continuous and discrete dynamics, in the form of signal (or message)
transfer and the state of ICN operational status, respectively. Figure 6(a) illustrates the message delay
model of ICN. There are three types of delays: network delay from control to device (tcdk ), network delay
from device to control (tdck ), and processing delay at PC/HMI (tc). The total delay (t) is the sum of these
three delays as in (2), andmust stay within a tolerable transmission interval. Any violation of this tolerable
boundary is indicated by cycle violation categories in the policy. The following model is adapted from
Zhang et al. [19] to represent the theoretical range of delay in an ICN:

max
1
2
h� 1

K
; 0

� �
< t < min

1
K
; h

� �
(3)

or

max
1
2
h� 1

Kh
; 0

� �
<

t
h
< min

1
Kh

; 1

� �
(4)

In (3) and (4), h refers to the sampling rate andK is a multidimensional state matrix. Both conditions show
the relationship between the monitor sampling rate and network delay. For example, in our case, we set h as
10 ms since it is the minimum time granularity for a packet timestamp. K is a 1� 1 matrix representing the
malfunctioning ratio of a single ICN fault, which implies either a stable or unstable state of the ICN. In a
similar way, the ICN message drop can be modeled using a packet drop model [19] as follows:

State 1 model : �x khð Þ ¼ x khð Þ (5)

State 2 model : �x khð Þ ¼ �x k � 1ð Þhð Þ (6)

where x implies the state that may have triggered from sequence k within the sample period of h. It is the
state before the next sequence arriving in (5). In other words, it is the state that is being held before the sam-
ple period cycle does not terminate. Likewise, �x can be represented as a temporal state of the previous
sequence (k� 1) as in (6). Therefore two state description models can be written as here. For a certain rate
of message loss in a continuous time frame, the state transition (or switch) can occur as in Figure 6(b). We
further investigate on such rate patterns by using a statistical prediction approach in Section 5.
Figure 6. (a)ICN message delay model. (b)ICN message dropout state model
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5. DETECTION AND BEYOND

5.1. Failure prediction via alarm pattern

In many cases, even our new fault detection techniques are only capable of discovering a failure event
after its occurrence. Failure prevention should focus on predicting possible future failure events; thus
we now explain a way to predict failures based on the alarm pattern. In addition, the continuous tuning
of a fault diagnosis system is also burdensome and requires expert knowledge for configuring thresholds
and policies. An adaptive fault decision engine and a damage cost function are considered beyond the
detection functionality to address this problem.
Failure prediction for the Internet is near impossible due to its nonlinear nature of traffic behavior. How-

ever, an ICN is often isolated from such traffic variations, and its traffic pattern is relatively simple, as
shown in Section 3. There are no sudden variations in traffic or device interactions in ICN processes. This
provides a distinct advantage in predicting any abnormal event in a continuous and repeated normal com-
munication behavior [29], and can thus be clearly distinguishable.
We present alarm pattern and prediction analysis results based on real-world deployments. The fault

diagnosis system described in this paper has been deployed at POSCO. We analyzed week-long traces
at one of the PC to PLC monitoring domains (Figure 1, point A). Our system logs alarm occurrences
and traffic traces for close examination of packets in the event of fault detection.
The system has reported a few different alarm categories since its deployment. We have observed

that the following three alarm categories from Table 3 have most frequently appeared: TCP window
size drop, TCP packet sequence violation, and TCP retransmission occurrence. We used a reliability
engineering approach using a two-parameter Weibull distribution model to adjust the alarm cycle of
our system over a continuous monitoring period. This is a probability measure on each alarm type over
time, which is based on the empirical dataset of alarm logs. Each fault (alarm) occurrence value over
the fixed monitoring time period is provided as an input parameter to the projection distribution model.
The two-parameter Weibull distribution is given by

f tð Þ ¼ b
�

t

�

� �b�1
e�

t
�ð Þbwhere f tð Þ; t; b; � > 0 (7)

where t is time, � is a scale parameter, and b is a shape (slope) parameter.
We have derived a failure probability model, which can be bound to TCP window violation, TCP out-

of-sequence, and retransmission threshold values of 50 and 500, respectively (Figure 7). The threshold
values are set to generate steady alarm ratios. Using these preset QoS violation values, POSCO’s ICN sys-
tem will experience the failure occurrence trails in Table 5, which illustrates the probability measure of
alarm reports in the next 7 days. The first two categories show that the probability of occurrence of win-
dow size and sequence violation alarms increases as the monitoring period advances. Retransmission
occurs continuously with 100% probability regardless of time, because it was continuously observed
throughout the monitoring period. In a similar fashion, we can validate the effectiveness of determined
threshold values for different networks and build a trajectory model of alarm generations.
5.2. Fault decision using machine learning

Up to this point, fault decision has been made against predefined conditions. The data-mining engine
in Figure 4 presents an adaptive fault detection scheme using machine learning (ML). It is a classifi-
cation problem of separating flows with faults and no faults, and many ML decision tree algorithms
are applicable. We specify the fault flows that have been identified by the diagnosis system, and mea-
sure these against a number of different decision tree algorithms. For this experiment, the dataset used
for learning and testing contains 60 572 normal flows and 3058 fault flows that have been collected for
5 days. A periodic learning of the fault dataset keeps the decision tree updated.
The C4.5 algorithm was our choice ofML algorithm. The choice of C4.5 was made because it has been

a popular choice in classification work [31,32] and has shown a reasonable performance to the best of our
knowledge. In particular, C4.5 is a binary classification algorithm, which fits to our problem well where it
needs to identify the two classes only: normal and abnormal. To measure the accuracy of the generated
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Int. J. Network Mgmt 2012; 22: 477–493
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Figure 7. Failure rate projection over time, f(t)/R(t), where R(t) is a complementary CDF of f(t).
(a) TCP window size drop; (b) TCP packet out-of-sequence, threshold 50; (c) TCP retransmission

packet occurrence, threshold 500
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decision tree with regard to the network fault classification result, we used three measures that are widely
used in data mining to evaluate the accuracy: precision, recall, and F1 metric. Park et al. [33] proposed a
suitable set of classifiers that can be used for grouping data. There are only two classes to be classified:
abnormal (fault) and normal flows. The number of correctly classified flows in a class is referred to as true
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Int. J. Network Mgmt 2012; 22: 477–493
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Table 5. Probability of alarm reports(%) [28]

Minute Window size violation Out-of-sequence violation

1440 (1 day) 10.95 7.45
2880 (2 days) 26.54 21.24
4320 (3 days) 42.11 36.95
5760 (4 days) 55.97 52.09
7200 (5 days) 67.49 65.25
8640 (6 days) 76.62 75.85
10080 (7 days) 83.58 83.88
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positive (TP). Any flow that is not correctly classified in a class is defined to be a false positive (FP). Sim-
ilarly, a false negative (FN) is a flow that has been erroneously classified. Precision measures how many
identified or classified flows were correct; hence it is defined as the ratio of TP to the sum of TP and FP.
Recall measures howmany flows in a class are incorrectly classified as other classes, and is defined as the
ratio of TP to the sum of TP and FN. The last measure, F1, is a harmonic mean of recall and precision, and
reflects the effectiveness of the classifier.
Table 6 illustrates performance results of the standard C4.5, along with three variations of it that we

defined to better tune it to the needs of ICNs. A portion of the dataset is used for the training process.
Note that all three evaluation metrics have shown very high accuracy (over 99%). However, the stan-
dard C4.5 produced 128 FNs. An observation was that source/destination IP addresses were not con-
sidered to be an important feature during the decision tree construction. While each IP represents an
ICN device, the unique communication pattern in each device should be taken into consideration in
order to remove these FNs. Therefore, we made the IP address a high-priority attribute in the two-stage
decision tree processing. In our experimental results, the use of ML techniques in ICN fault decision
has shown some promising results. However, achieving real-time analysis capability and accuracy
needs to be further studied.
5.3. Damage cost function

The performance of an ICN is directly related to the net profit of the industrial process that uses it (e.g.
Profit loss = Production loss ratio � Trouble hours). Any loss due to ICN faults and their
corresponding failures can require damage cost analysis. The damage cost function can be modeled
against the fault occurrence ratios, and its future prediction model is defined in this paper. Unlike
the Internet, ICNs allow us to estimate the economic consequences in the case of network or system
malfunctioning. This is not easy for other data networks (e.g. Internet), because there is too much var-
iance in fault occurrence, and no clear cost estimation for such complex environment exists. The
expected damage cost function for ICN is as follows (refer to Park [34] for complete proof):
Table 6. Fault decision accuracy evaluation results

Experiment TP rate FP rate Precision Recall F1 Class # of FN # of FP

Standard C4.5 0.974 0 1 0.974 0.987 Abnormal 128 0
1 0.026 0.989 1 0.994 Normal

IP pair as a
feature

0.974 0 1 0.992 0.995 Abnormal 40 3
1 0.008 0.997 1 0.998 Normal

IP pair as a
feature
without pruning

0.992 0 0.999 0.99 0.995 Abnormal 39 7
1 0.008 0.997 1 0.998 Normal

2-stage decision
tree

0.995 0 1 0.995 0.997 Abnormal 22 2
1 0.005 0.998 1 0.999 Normal
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E Cd½ � ¼
R 1
0 ½
R1
0 Cd xð ÞfX L xð jlj ÞdxÞðP F; tlj ÞfL lð Þdl � C0 x′l

� ��
Z L

0

1
L
e�tdt (8)

In the above equations, X is a damage level and L is the loss impact ratio of a fault category. It
implies the severity ratio (0–1) of faults and how much production loss can be expected, where 1 is
a complete process failure (e.g. cost loss is 100%). C0 x′l

� �
represents the estimation of the first half

of formula (8), where C0 is the maximum damage cost and x′l is a median damage level of all faults
in ICNs. (P|F, tl) represents the present impact factor of future costs at the fault occurrence time. We
can derive C0 as the maximum damage cost in which L is 1, or ICN stoppage. In (7), the future cost

is uniformly distributed, where Pð jF; tlÞ ¼
R L
0

L
1 e
�tdt.

Since the fault occurrence can be modeled in discrete intervals and by Weibull distribution (Section
5.1), we can replace the uniform part with our prediction model:

E Cd½ � ¼
P1
0
Cd xð ÞP1

n¼1

R L
0

n

L
e�tdt

h i
f tl; n; �ð Þ

¼P1
0
Cd xð ÞP1

n¼1

R L
0

n

L
e�tdt

h i n
�

tl
�

� �n�1
e
�ðtl�Þ

n (9)

Justification for replacing L or the distribution function in the existing cost damage function can be
given as follows. For example, earthquake occurrence [34] can be modeled by Poisson distribution and
others. The expected damage cost model is robust enough to take and simulate other simulation models.
In other words, we are eligible to replace Poisson with Weibull distribution (as from our empirical anal-
ysis) in this concrete damage cost model. The damage intensity is a matter of how we index the damage
level; whether it is damage of control networks or by earthquake, its index can be easily manipulated to
map the problem domain. Thus the expected damage cost function is formulated using the loss impact
ratio of each fault and its prediction model. Such a model enables the damage analysis to be predicted
in advance according to the fault prediction rate, which can be measured based on real-world measure-
ment data. Moreover, an impact analysis of any changes to ICN configuration provides information
regarding network management decisions as well as business (e.g. production rate) decisions.
6. CONCLUSION

The area of monitoring and analyzing ICN networks has been mostly ignored in the research commu-
nity thus far. ICN networks are much more vulnerable in the case of network outages, because the con-
sequences can be very costly. An active diagnosis of potential communication failures is crucial to
maintain a fault-tolerant network operating environment. The contributions of this paper are summa-
rized as follows:

• The limitations of current fault diagnosis techniques are described. The absence of sophisticated,
but desired, fault diagnosis techniques is also highlighted.

• The categorization of real-world ICN faults and their related phenomena are described, along
with distinctive traffic characteristics.

• Novel fault diagnosis, prediction, and adaptive decision methodologies are described and vali-
dated with real-world ICN data.

• The detailed design and implementation of a fault diagnosis system for ICN are described.

The current diagnosis system passively reacts to failure events. As part of our future work, we hope to
find a systematic way to involve user expertise in the decision process for the root cause analysis of faults.
Some possible research directions to pursue this include adding contextual information and ontologies.
For example, an ontology can be used to better understand both the meaning and the relevance of mon-
itored data. This could be used to choose the best control method to solve troublesome cases, where it
is not obvious which solution should be used. In addition, incorporating an ontology is the first step in
extending our approach to use sophisticated inferencing methods to learn and reason about faults.
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Int. J. Network Mgmt 2012; 22: 477–493
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